
Introduction 
Animation → animate “give life to”, Sequence of images that capture dynamics; 
if the sequence is too fast or too slow → motion cannot be correctly perceived; 
Sharp images look unnatural in animation → blur helps to integrate 
Conventional Animation Rotoscoping (drawing on cells by tracing recorded live action), 
Multiplane camera (cells overlaid, six directions of motion), Stop Motion Animation 
(puppetry) 
Computer Animation Workflow Story → Art → Modeling → Shading or (Layout → 
Animation) → Lighting → Camera 
Production decomposes into Sequences which decompose into Frames  
Coordinate Spaces  
Coordinate system (left hand or right hand) 
Object space → World Space → Eye Space (Lines of sight from observer standpoint) → 
Image Space (eye at negative infinity and parallel lines) → Screen Space 

 
Assume up vector (0,1,0) → later recalculate v so all axis are orthogonal towards each other. 
Transformations 
Rotation, Translation and Scaling matrices 
If transformations are applied to each vertex of a model the error would accumulate → 
deforming the mesh 
Solution: Apply transformation for each timestep independently 
Orthonormalization 
Rigid transformation has orthonormal rows/columns 
Algorithm: 
Normalise first column u;  
Take second column v and normalise it → w = u x v; 
Normalise w and calculate v = w x u; 
Gram-Schmidt Orthonormalization 
First vector u is computed by normalising first column; 
Second vector is computed by second column - second column * first (normalised) column; 
Then normalise second column; 
Interpolating Transformation Matrices 
Rigid transformations of object in the space; Animations need this; 
Translation can be linear interpolated; Doesn’t work for rotation; 
Solution: Decompose Rotation into its 3 components; 
Euler (object axis) x*y*z*p vs. Fixed angle (coordinate axis): z*y*x*p 
 



 
Gimbal Lock 
after applying some rotations (with decomposed components) → 3 coordinates are no longer 
orthogonal towards each other 
Solution: Euler Rotation Theorem → Rotation represented as 3D Vector + Angle 
Quaternions 
Angle and Axis concept but more efficient; 
 

Interpolating Values 
= reconstruct a continuum between sample points 
C0 = continuous, i.e. 2 linear segments (discontinuity in first order derivative) 
C1 = continuous also first order derivative is continuous 
C2 = guarantees traversing the curve at a constant speed (switching franet sides, i.e. 
camera switches) 
Global vs local control (not all points affected when changing one point) 
 
Motion of a Point along a curve 
Camera or object movement; 
Parametric curve P(u); u goes from 0 → 1 in 
evenly spaced increments (i.e. 0.1 steps) → 
does not mean sample points are equally 
distant from each other; 
 
Arc Length 
s = S(u), u=U(s) inverse function 
has different ways of computing: 

Length of curve via integral not always possible, sometimes to difficultus = ∫
ub

ua
dP /du| | d  

Forward Differencing numerical (with precomputation); 
Sample curve with small u steps; 
Approximate the arc length by sum of euclidean distances between samples 
For any u get s by linear interpolation; (analogue for s → u) 
 
Adaptive Approach adaptive instead of 
uniform sampling; perform backtracking to 
compute arc length table; For each 
subdivision we decide if we need more 
sample points; Start with non-adaptive 
subdivision to avoid erroneously passing the 
threshold condition; 
 
If lengths (A + B ~ C) then it is sampled well; 
otherwise sample this area more; 
 



Gaussian Quadrature (instead of euclidean distance) approximates the numerical integral 
by higher order functions; 
Essential: Approximate with integral of similar (linear) functions 
Only works for -1 to 1 integral → Solution: substitute 
 
Find the point on the curve  
s - LENGTH(ua, u) = 0 → use root-finding methods i.e. Newton-Raphson iteration 
ua is starting point, s is a length; so we find an u that is on that point 
 
Speed Control 
Time-distance function operates on a normalised arc length: monotonic and continuous; p = 
P(U(S(t))) Use “ease-in”, “ease-out” function, i.e. sinusoidal ease(t)  
 
Area under velocity curve = distance → some undesired effects can happen 

 
 
Interpolation of Orientations 
Component-wise interpolation of quaternions q1 and q2 results in a satisfactory rotation but 
the speed of rotation varies; “ease in” “ease out” effect appears; 
Solution: use spherical interpolation; 
Quaternion q; q and -q express the same thing, but taking the cos function will give different 
angles (always use smaller angle) 
 
Bezier Interpolation of Orientations 
Bezier interpolation adaptable for orientation interpolation; 
For all pairs pn and pn+1 we create two intermediate control points (before and after pn) → 
perform Casteljau construction 
 



“slow changes” 
instead of “fast changes” because humans are sensitive to abrupt changes 
Frenet Frame 
3 vectors that are defined by a position of the curve; tangent, curvature (points to center of 
curvature) and cross-product of these two) 
Tangent vector = first derivative of the vector components 
Curvature vector = second derivative of the vector components 
If there is no curvature (curvature = 0): Solution interpolate last point we had curvature with 
first point we will have curvature again; 
 
Polynomial Smoothing 
Remove noise from the function; 
Linear Smoothing, Quadratic Smoothing or Cubic Smoothing 
“always an averaging approach” 
 
Determining a path along a surface 
Take the normal of the two vertices → they define a plane (roughly perpendicular with the 
surface) → intersects surface → intersections define the path 
For parametric surfaces: Interpolate between the two points, go along linear interpolation; 
Or along edges for triangular meshes; calculate angle between edge and end point → 
choose edge with the smallest angle (highest cosine value) 

Interpolation-based Animation 
Key-Frame animation traditional key frames created by master animators, intermediate 
frames filled by trainees;  
Computer-based uses interpolation between keyframes to replace manual process 
Simple case: point correspondence is known and can be linearly interpolated; 
 
Parametric Curves Interpolation Linear interpolation of control points can lead to 
acceptable solutions (P(0) → Q(0) and P(1) → Q(1)) 
Interpolate between Points with (1-a)*P(ui) + a*Q(vi) with a = [0..1] 
Moving point constraint: use surface patch parameterization to define desired transformation 
of one curve into another; 
 
Deformation by Pulling edit meshes based on a distance function (euclidean, etc.) 
Attenuation of the displacement with a coefficient k 



 
Embedding Space Deformation - Grid embedding object establishes a local coordinate 
system with the scene object; 
Instead of selecting a vertex deform a point of the grid; relative coordinates of a point in the 
coordinate system u,v;  

 
 
Embedding Space Deformation - Polyline instead of changing a grid, change a polyline 
that is aligned with the object; For each vertex a polyline is chosen; local coordinates are the 
distance to the correspondent polyline segments; 

 
 
 Free-Form Deformation embedding object is a three dimensional grid, Local coordinates 
defined by vectors spanning 3D space; Point is interpolated related to the interpolants (s,t,u) 

 
Compute the grid points → Grid points are deformed → for interpolation create new base 
vectors between Pi,j,k and the next 3 points i+1, j+1, k+1 
→ s,t,u interpolates new position of vertices 
Bezier interpolation can be used; 
Free-Form deformation can also be hierarchical; 
 
Grid does not need to be bigger than the object, can also only cover a part of the object; 
either object moves through grid, or grid moves through object; 
 



Global Deformation 
Transformation matrix as a function regarding point position; Matrix is applied pointwise; 

 
Shape interpolation 
Volume-based approaches blend two volumes into each other; (distance transform) 
Surface based techniques solve correspondence problem and then the interpolation 
problem; 
Correspondence Problem: We want to align similar parts to morph into each other; 
Star-shaped polyhedra; Center point where every vertex of the object is visible (targetable by 
ray) → Shoot rays through both objects → interpolate the points hit by the rays; 
 
If no central point exists, use main axis; use perpendicular vector to align objects; Use cross 
sections of the objects along the axis and interpolate the slices along this line; 

 
 
Shape Interpolation: Map to Sphere 
no holes, not limited to star shaped polyhedra; 
Project vertices far from center of gravity; correct those which invalidate the star-shaped 
polyhedra condition; 
fix most extremal top, bottom, left, etc vertices onto sphere and use spring model to align the 
mesh onto the sphere surface;  
Then merge vertex-edge topologies from both surfaces into a superset and inversely project 
this topology back onto the original shape; identical topology is interpolated in a 
straightforward way; 
 
Recursive Subdivision 
Instead of generating new triangles → align meshes so that they correspond to each other; 
Divide meshes into front and back part each; use shortest path along edges between 
leftmost, topmost, rightmost, etc.; → end up with 2 polylines 
Intersection path on object A must match B otherwise add vertices; 
subdivide subparts of the mesh further and associate objects via splitting edges; repeat until 



the triangle leaves are reached; 
by this all vertices are associated with each other; 
 
 
 
 
 
Morphing of 2D Images (Grid) Create curvilinear grid as 
guidance structure; create lines with catmull-rom splines; 
Create intermediate grid and stretch/compress pixels 
according to the source vs. intermediate grid differences; 
Perform separable morphing along x direction then y 
direction; 
For morphing along x direction create auxiliary grid from y 
coordinates from source grid and x coordinates from the 
intermediate grid; along the x scanline create intervals of 
source and auxiliary pixels and map them onto using anti 
aliasing; do same for y scanline from auxiliary to 
intermediate images; for animation first interpolate the grids 
from keyframes 
 
Feature Approach  
Morph along straight feature lines; each line forms a 2D 
coordinate system and morphing follows the transformation 
of coordinate systems; for more feature lines the reference 
pixel values are averaged with weighting by a distance from line segment; 

Hierarchical Animation 
Rigging and Skinning 1. assign a skeleton structure inside the model (bones and joints) 2. 
each vertex gets bones assigned that influence its position 
Kinematics science of motion, basis in robotics and hierarchical modeling 
Hierarchical Modelling establish parent child relationship, parents transformation 
influences childs; accumulation of transformations, nodes connected by arcs, root node and 
leaf nodes; 
Degree of Freedom (DOF) number of independent parameters of a system; i.e. 1 degree of 
freedom for a planet (speed); 
Joint Types revolute, prismatic, ball and socket; limits degree of freedom 
Forward Kinematics go from the root and apply transformations by the children; 
compute world space coordinates based on inner joint DOF values; joint DOF values: θ = 
[θ1, θ2, …] and we want end effector values e = [e1, e2, …]; e = f(θ); 
FK is easy to evaluate but not intuitive for animators; 
Inverse Kinematics we know “where” we want to end up (so e is known), we need to find 
the DOF values (effector descriptors) θ; θ = f-1(e) 
Scalable to complex structures; intuitive for workflow (for user), only simple cases can be 
solved analytically; usually require complex and expensive computations 



IK Solutions problems have zero, one or more solutions; no solution - problem is 
overconstrained; more solutions - problem is underconstrained; 
Analytical: 

 
iterative/numerical methods (Jacobian) 
matrix of partial derivatives; for a point it gives the best linear approximation; maps the 
velocity of X to Y; 
Gives the result of how the end effector changes in relation to the changed joint values; 
 
V = Jθ; θ is unknown; θ = J-1V we need to find J-1 → if inverse does not exist, system is 
singular no solution can be found; use pseudoinverse instead; 
 
We can use the transpose of the jacobian matrix instead of the inverse; 
or Cyclic coordinate descent (consider each inner joint as the end effector, determine what's 
the best setting in relation to the goal 
 
Summary kinematic linkages (idea of hierarchical modeling, helping animators), forward vs. 
inverse kinematics; solve IK analytical or numerical; trade-offs: FK easy to implement, IK 
possible in real-time? how behave if there is no solution; 

Motion Capture 
Why? Keyframe animation is tedious; hard to capture movement to be organic fluid or 
natural; people are sensitive to incorrect appearance of synthetic people (uncanny valley) 
Process of recording the movement; used in games/movies, sports, medicine (walking 
analysis) 
 
Room with 100 of cameras; Person has markers on the joints of the body; data from the 
camera is processed; often infrared cameras; 
 
Approaches electromagnetic - markers influence electromagnetic field, optical (passive), 
optical (active) - markers emit light, markerless - feature extraction from raw video, inertial - 
inertial sensors are worn by the actor; 
Passive Markers reflective material, bright in the cameras image (use infrared to only see 
those points), threshold to get the point in the image; software needs to identify markers 
from their relative position; 
Active Markers emit lights themselves, easier to design the marker identification (different 
color) 
 



MoCap steps capture the video, process the video, extract markers, reconstruction 3D 
positions, process 3D marker position assign to skeletons; retargeting (actors have certain 
height, proportions → needs to be adjusted to the figure) 
 
Errors markers not exactly at the same place as the joints; markers move; 3D reconstruction 
from 2D images has numerical errors 
 
Facial Capture motion + facial capture = performance capture; highlight parts of the face 

Physically Based Animation 
essential aspects are forces (to simulate the environment) → outcome of applying the forces 
= change in position/rotation 
Components Forces (i.e. gravity), mass, acceleration, velocity, position 
Springs force scales linearly with distance from resting state, can also model angles; 
Damping force acts against the spring force, because spring would swing forever; 
proportional to the position change; 
Mass-Spring-Damper System can be applied to meshes (each edge is a spring), after 
applying a force to a certain vertex, entire system will start to vibrate until the damper system 
makes it rest in a stable state; 
Particle System large amount, behavioral rule set, create emergent element; Attributes for 
each particle (position, velocity, shape, lifetime, etc.) 
Update cycle: sum forces → acceleration, update position and time; 
Rigid Body simulation  
entire objects instead of points, additional properties like center of mass; angular velocity, 
angular mass (inertia), etc. calculate forces; calculate accelerations and then update the 
state of the rigid bodys; 
Use integration scheme to solve the problem; 
Euler integration (simple one), use of derivative to get to the next step (also consider delta 
time), might not give sufficient result, but fastest approach 
Momentum for a collision between two objects in a isolated system; the total momentum of 
the two objects before the collision is equal to the total momentum afterwards; 
Center of mass center of sub-parts of the object have a mass, weighted sum of masses of a 
object; 
Rotational Motion and Centrifugal Force if force doesn’t hit the mass of center → rotation 
is induced; “connection” between linear velocity of a particle through an induced angular 
velocity; 

 



Angular velocity goes through the center of mass;  
Torque (tau) and Angular (r) momentum  

 
Inertia or Angular Mass 
Resistance of an object to change its angular momentum; related to mass, can be 
represented as matrix describing distribution of mass (wrt. on the local coordinate system) 
Linear Motion vs Angular Motion 
Position vs. Rotation 
Velocity vs. Angular Velocity 
Acceleration vs. Angular Acceleration 
Mass vs. Angular Mass (inertia) 
Force vs. Torque 
Momentum vs. Angular Momentum 
State of an object represented by a vector (position, orientation, linear, angular 
momentum), object attributes (mass, inertia), each iteration: time varying inertia tensor, 
angular velocity, linear velocity) 
Collision Detection 
Axis aligned bounding box (min-max) test; 
Object aligned bounding box test; testing vertices of one polyhedron wrt. another one; 
semi-infinite ray for non-convex polyhedral 
Edge-Face test: line-plane intersection or intersection point-face; 
Collision Handling with Kinematic Response use for example surface equation to check if 
a point is on the plane (= 0, otherwise > or < 0), use surface normal to “reflect” the particle 
split the vector into components and “flip” the one orthogonal to the surface 
Penalty Method using springs 
Spring with zero rest length is used on the surface; in case of polyhedral collision two 
springs are attached; spring yield the “reflection force” 

 
Impulse Force of Collision 



Backing up time to exact point 
of impact using binary search; 
Impulse force: first points of 
impact are computed; vectors 
from center of gravity to points 
of impact; then compute the 
velocities of how they impact; if 
the velocity is small then they 
just lie on each other; if it is big 
we compute the force of how 
objects will move away from 
each other; 
Contact and Friction force decomposed into the 
component parallel to surface normal and the one 
perpendicular to it; 
Static Friction and Kinetic Friction; 
Linked Hierarchies 
constrained dynamics, impacted object is displaced wrt. to 
applied force; Appendages follow to satisfy the distance 
constraint; Proper propagation of the forces to the 
appendages Featherstone equation should be applied; 
Cloth Kinematic Approach 
Points constrained on the catenary curve, first step is to position vertices in the convex hull 
of fixed points; second step is relaxation; 

 
discard curves that are lower, subdivide triangles, constrain new set of vertices; compute 
their repositioning; relax vertices outside hull calculate displacement vectors, take average 
distance; 
Cloth: Mass-Spring system 
Energy in oscillatory motion; stretching force and energy; skewing energy by diagonal 
springs; Bending force (angle between two faces) 
Find minimum energy for the system; 
Constraint 
Restrict the degrees of freedom; Hard constraint → exhaustive search to satisfy them all; 
soft constraints are additional forces and formulated as energy minimisation; 
Examples: Parametric position function, surface normal function, implicit function, point to 
fixed point, point to point, P2P locally abutting, floating attachment, FA locally abutting 



Fluid Simulation 
Either directly model visible properties or model underlying processes that produce the 
visible properties; 
  
Superficial Models for Water (water is complex), changes in shape, topology; governed by 
fluid dynamics; 
Model specific still waters, small amplitude waves, ocean waves, running downhill 
Use trigonometric functions to model simple waves;  
Just render shader on a plain to suggest there are waves, or manipulate a heightmap; 
Function depends on distance from a “origin” and time 
Ocean Waves  
additional propagation speed and other parameters (orbital speed (circular speed)) 

 
“no transporting of waves”; if orbital > propagation speed → wave breaks 
 
Airy Model of Waves 
relation between depth, propagation speed and wavelength 
Wave tends to straighten out - closer sections slow down; 
 
Modeling Ocean Waves 
Ocean surface as a height field → sum of various waveforms at different amplitudes; 
wave profile function should be periodic in [0,1] and range [-1,1] like cos; 
Modification according to the water depth to simulate asymmetric waves; 
 
Animating Clouds 
Formation: air at certain temperature can hold certain amount of moisture; if this approaches 
limit, decrease temperature increase moisture content; 
 
Either many particles that form a cloud; 
Proxy geometry like ellipses which are textured; 
3D grid, each grid point defines a certain density of the cloud; 
Implicit functions, cloud is a set of particles but particles are kernel function of a density 
distribution → away from center density = lower 
 
Surface-based Modeling sum of overlapping transparent hollow ellipsoids; Texture: Sum of 
sin functions with various amplitudes and frequencies; Taper transparency from edges to 
center; 
Move the cloud? → move the ellipsoids; 
Change the cloud? → change parameters of ellipsoids; 



Change texture for “animation”; 
 
Modeling with Implicit Density functions Each particle is a density distribution defined by 
implicit kernel; 
Microstructure defined by procedural noise or turbulence based density functions; animate 
with simplified particle system physics; 
 
Grid-based Model for Fire  seed new fire particle on the bottom line with high intensity, 
advect them upwards; diffuse them by smoothing (with neighborhood), apply color transfer 
function to the intensity image; 
 
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Grid-based method: attributes stored in the grid; density updated by flow in and out; 
observed structure is static and only values are changing; 
 
Particle-based method: physical properties are stored in particles itself; 
 
Hybrid method: particles passed among cells; density of particle is stored in a grid (eulerian 
approach) 
 
Compressible: changeable density; Steady state flow (motion attributes are constant at a 
point (of a grid); Conservation of mass (mass neither lost nor gained within fluid)/momentum, 
Vortices: circular swirls; Sources = point where particles that are created, Sinks = point 
where particles are removed 
 
How to change one state to another? → Differential equations; Changes always apply to 
only small elements; 
 
CFD Equations Navier-Stokes (mass is conserved, momentum is conserved, energy is 
conserved), Euler equation (fluid is nonviscous, energy conservation is ignored), Liquids 
(fluid is incompressible, density does not change) → Flow field is divergence free; 
 
Conservation of Mass mass is not created/destroyed; integral of flow field’s divergence 
over the volume of the element is the same as the integral of the flow field on the boundary; 
 
Navier Stokes ... 
 
Grid-based (Eulerian) approach discretize the fluid on a grid of cells; approximate using 
equations; numerically solve the systems of equations; stable fluids (density update, velocity 
update) vector field of velocities + intensity field updated per timestep; 
raycasting possible  
 
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) particles “carry” density with them, similar to rigid 
body dynamics; abstract from rotational quantities; modelling via kernels (implicit surfaces), 
collision modelled in constraints (repulsion to retain distance), simulation only changes 
position of the particle; add forces (pressure gradient, viscosity force, gravity) 



preprocessing → extract surface and render this OR rendering implicit representations 
(raycasting → check if inside a particle or not, use auxiliary grid structure) 

Behavioral Animation 
Goal = realistic behaviour, characters should appear autonomous; → core aspects: cognitive 
modeling (individuum) and aggregate behaviour (group) 
Basic cognitive model modeled senses (hearing, seeing), react to surrounding; 
Decision tree (direct cause & effect), Rule based (condition + behavior), Personality model 
(very complex) 
 
Switching between reactions → use base transition (idle position) makes animation easier 
 
Aggregate Behaviour Particles (+1000), much physics, no intelligence; Flocking (10-1000), 
some physics (constraints), limited intelligence; Crowds (10-100), little physics but little-much 
intelligence 
 
Interaction in flock or crowd is complex to evaluate: in principle O(N2) → 3D bucket sort, split 
environment into buckets → only check neighbours; BUT how many buckets? too many → 
too many to check, too few → within a bucket lots of computation 
 
Primitive behavior 
Direct cause & effect; no reasoning, memory or planning; Simple internal states (hunger, 
flight from danger) → Rule-based system is sufficient 
 
Flocking Behavior  
Avoid collision, stay part of the flock; can result in complex physical motion 
 
Flocking 
Local flock centering force → veer towards neighbours; global force would disallow flock 
splitting (won’t work); Flock velocity matching: avoid collision + maintain proximity 
Splitting + Rejoining important but not easy to model; 
 
Local Flock Control Physics (gravity, collision detection + response); Knowledge about the 
environment (obstacles, food, danger), reasoning and reaction: negotiate between demands 
wrt. to perceived situation); 
 
Flocking Perception Rules aware of itself + 3 neighbours, what is in front? (limited view), 
influenced by objects within line of sight, influenced by objects based on distance and size; 
have migratory urge but no global objective; not follow a designated leader (leader 
switches), no knowledge about global flock center 
 
Navigation Module (collision avoidance, velocity matching, flock centering) → (desired 
velocity vector) → Pilot Module (current status of member, physical constraints, what can 
the member actually do? (weight, speed, acceleration, etc.)) → (motion to be implemented) 



→ Flight Model (specify of the commands, where and how to move) 
 
Collision Avoidance 
Simple approach: Repelling force field for objects; the closer you go the higher the repulsion; 
Problems: 

 
Path planning Heuristics 
Find closest point on silhouette edge and fly through it; utilise a bounding sphere (one small 
bounding sphere, one sphere of influence) 

 

 
 
Virtual “Feelers” Sample the environment (“cast rays”, whichever ray lets us through; take 
it; only sample for a certain number of time; use spiral motion for casting rays) 
 



Modeling vision binary image from field of view; create distance field from objects;  
 
Prey/Predator Behaviour 
two sets of characters: attraction & repulsion 
unbalanced abilities (max speed, acceleration, turning radius + velocity; 
Simple approach: Force field; Complex = predictive reasoning 
 
Knowledge of the Environment omniscient: simple but unrealistic (see through walls); 
perception based on vision, sound and/or touch; 
memory: persistent internal map; 
 
Vision based on Field of View + Occlusion; react to what is seen 
Memory persistent information, realised as internal scene graph; update reference when 
re-spotted, forget after time-stamp threshold, extrapolate position based on monotonicity 
assumption;  
 
Modelling intelligent behavior AI, machine learning, layered scripts; borrow from 
psychology; MoCap (realistic but only for specific scenarios); Factors social behaviour, 
emotions, personality, learning; 
 
Autonomous behaviour only a few actors, balancing competing urges (hungry, sleep), 
external state (environment + impact on actor) + internal state (intentions, urges) fed into 
reasoning unit → sequence of actions 
 
Internal State motivation by varying importance (must be done, should be done, can be) 

 
 
Keeping Behaviour Under Control Control over course of events, limit actions 
Competing Intentions average is not suitable; linking/ranking intentions; Group intentions 
into non-contradicting categories: moods, urges 
 
Expressions and Gestures  
Consider Mouth, Brows and eyes to create emotion; 



Text input creates animation of entire face and body (system generates realistic movement 
automatically) 
Data-driven technique  
Basic emotions (modeled by oneself): happy, sad, fear, disgust, surprise, anger 
Individuality needs personality (time-invariant traits that control the actions of an individual); 
different models OCEAN, PEN Model (i.e. openness, extroversion) 
 
Crowds animation of large number of individuals 
Objective: visual realism and simulation realism; 
Flock behavior: collision avoidance and crowd membership (higher complexity: 
multidirectional) 
High density: Start avoiding when closer than 1.5 meter, rotate body and side step 
Low Density: Start avoiding closer than 30 meter, change paths 
Avoid people moving in the same direction by slowing down/overtaking them 
 
Internal Structures emergent behavior (smaller groups) different forms in parallel; 
Dynamic group membership (spatial proximity, common urge, time-varying biases, belief 
system) 
Urges: exit stadium, go for lunch, etc. 
 
Crowd control same principle as flocking on 2D surface; 
Rules: intelligent behaviour; Forces (like particle system + collision avoidance “social 
forces”(avoid other people)), flows / fields (massive number of members) 
 
Managing N2 Complexity spatial relationship of every crowd member to every other one; 
optimisation: grid based, binary space partition, hierarchical quadtrees, dynamic voronoi 
diagrams;  
all of them require updates; 
 
Appearance variations of appearance is essential; set variations in psychology and 
behavior, level of detail behavioral modeling (impostor rendering),  
statistical modeling (ML, …) 

Animating Humans 
Odd human articulation is easy to spot (sensitive to human motion), complicated structure of 
a human (> 1000 degrees of freedom + deformable) 
Human motion not well designed wrt. to computation;  apply constraints to be able to 
animate; 
Why? Simulate for medical purposes, entertainment (movie, games) 
 
Structure acquisition modeling (blender), scanning (CT) 
 
Representation boundary (mesh, patches), implicit surfaces (metaballs, black shapes) 
mimic organic materials, subdivision surfaces (mesh + path) → low res to high res model, 
volumetric representation (scanning)  



 
Hierarchical arrangement, body parts connected with joins; joints have a varying DOF and 
constraints angles; 
simplest animation is just forward kinematics along joint hierarchy 
Layered Approach Bone, muscles, skin; each skin vertex is associated with a bone; at joins 
several weighted bones can be assigned; ffd  can be used to control the bulging process 
 
Approximate muscles as ellipsoids with varying shape assigned per state; volume should be 
preserved; density-based volume representation converted into distance volume; specific 
distance control points should be assigned; 
 
Rigging setting up interactive control for specific animation (hand waving, walking, 
high-level controls, multiple DOFs in coordinated manner, help consistency of animation, 
combined with IK) 
 
Arm 7 DOFs shoulder (3), elbow (1), wrist (3) → end effector = hand/fingers 
i.e. elbow constraint 20-180° 
Forward Kinematics often sufficient for common animation; 
IK necessary for manipulations with fixed object (i.e. rotating a door knob) 
 
IK for animating Pose 
Per each DOF the R1 can be calculated; 
Pose can be achieved by specifying a plane which contains the DOF and the end effector 
position; 

 
coordinated joint movement is more realistic, almost never only one joint used; 
Use abstraction  
 
Reaching Around Obstacles 
obstacles radiate potential field → goal has minimum potential field; gradient guides direction 
of travel for end effector; 
entire linkage is directed away from obstacles; genetic algorithm can be used to search 
global optimum; path is physically correct but not human-like; for actions at end position, 
strength of joints is expressed by torque; 



 
(numbers show penalty, search position with the lowest penalty, basically) 
 
Walking 
Cyclic motion, dynamically stable, not statically stable (not all specific poses during walking 
is stable); decomposable in multiple steps; 
state transition diagram; alternating phases of single/double support; 
Stance: foot is on ground starts on heel ends on toe; Swing: foot starts with toe and ends 
with heel on the ground; 
Running cycle includes flight but no double support 
Pelvis moves curved instead of straight 
Joints Knee joint flexion, ankle and toe joints; kinematics of walk define pelvic movement, 
feet position, trajectories and IK computes the angles 
Summary: Consider several parameters → need tuning 
Walking Dynamics 
Forward dynamics incorporate forces (telescopic joint fitted to rotational joint kinematics); 
Inverse Dynamics (fit forces to desired configurations) 
 
Clothing and Hair 
Simple Cloth: rigid body armor type, tight fitting spandex clothes; 
More complex: simulation of cloth-cloth collision etc, gravity, etc. 
Hair: 100,000 strands of a flexible cylinder; 
Simplest: textured rigid hair (like a helmet) 
Interpolate hairs between “key” hairs 
Hierarchical approach (don’t handle each hair itself) 
 



Facial Animation 
difficult because well-defined structure, subtle expression, rapid and complex lip 
movements) 
Good facial model = good geometric representation of a specific person 
Skull, rigid articulatory components: eyes and jaw 
Face covered with muscles connected to bones or eyes; speech and lip sound 
synchronisation are challenge; 
face decomposed with facial action coding systems (FACS) 
46 action units: i.e. wink, brow raiser; 
For animation parameterizing AUs is practical; 
designed for expressions relatively to neutral pos not continuous animations; 
not containing speech; only static no animation! 
 
Facial Models Simple: Sphere with animated texture maps for faces; 
Complex: pivot jaw, rotating spheres for eye balls, etc. 
Representation: polygonal, parametric patch models, rectangular control points organisation; 
Hierarchical B-splines for adding local detail 
 
Model Creation refining from low resolution with subdivision (local complexity only, not easy 
to fit) 
Modifying a high-res shape (starting with a sphere and model into desired shape) 
Designing surface from highres areas (combining various mouth, eye, nose) 
add more control points for mouth, not so many for nose (as an example 
Bad model → bad animation 
Face Capture Laser scanning → high res mesh and texture map; project mesh on face and 
then reconstruct 
MPEG-4 Facial Encoding support for video conferencing, facial definition parameters: 
rotation of head, eyes, etc. Translation of feature points from natural poses 
Conformational and Expressive Parameterization Not based on anatomical principle, but 
hierarchical layout; conformational parameters = distance to mouth and eyes of forehead, 
cheekbone, jaw width, etc; 
Expression parameter = upper lip position etc. 
Blend Shapes set of facial expressions → pairwise animation from one expression to 
another one; linear interpolation from one position to another one; (very restrictive) 
Muscle Models  
Linear point on bone to point on skin, sheet line on bone to line on skin, sphincter contracts 
loop of muscles; layers simple surface only realistic bone-muscle-skin; 
bone rigid, muscle active, skin passive;  
Soft Tissue Behavior model movement of the lip with a spring model; changing one control 
point will influence others; might lead to unstable situation (too much movement of control 
points) → solve with damping factor; 
Lip-Sync Animation 
Sound = vibration created by vocal folds, tongue and lips; 
 
 
 



Special Models for Animation 
Subdivision Surfaces (Catmull Clark) - quads and triangles 
Transform low-poly mesh and create a smooth version of it 

1. Create new Vertex for every face (average vertex position of the face) 
2. New edge point for each edge (average point by adjacent vertices) 
3. Recompute positions of (original) vertices of by a weighted average; 

Is applicable multiple times to smooth more 
Meshes with Quads and Triangles → Triangle is subdivided into 3 Quads → the triangle 
creates a discontinuity; Quads → C1 continuous; Triangles → C0 continuous 
can be undesired; 
 
Subdivision Surfaces (Loop) - only triangles 
Every triangle is subdivided into 3 triangles; Create a new Vertex for each edge in the Mesh 
(compute a weighted average for the position of neighbouring vertices); Update original 
vertices (weighted average + adjacents vertices) 
weights can be parameterized, new vertices need to be inside ones. 
 
Animate the simple mesh → calculate subdivision for each frame; makes it easier 
 
Plants  
core concept → fractals (self similar structures), combine multiple fractals; 
Iterative Function Systems IFS 
Start with a point → apply a random transformation matrix (with certain probabilities) 
How to animate? Smoothly change parameters of the algorithm; 
L-Systems 
string-rewriting system 
Production Rules → String Sequences 
Geometric replacement → letter replaced with a form 
Bracketed L-Systems 
makes them recursively callable (push onto the stack, pop from the stack) 
Non-deterministic L-Systems Production rules have probabilities 
How to animate  
show topological changes; 
elongation (all branches are there, just make them longer); 
most often: combine both! 
i.e. to apply wind → rotation to the trunk will propagate to all others; 
Plants with Subdivision surfaces 
Combine L-System with 3D blocks → subdivide surfaces to create a tree (for example) 
 
Implicit Surfaces 
Function in the form f(position) = 0; Defines the object, if the function returns 0 the point is on 
the object; 
Distance Function  
f(position) = d; shortest distance from P to the surface is defined; 



(sometimes signed, if negative its inside) 
Metaballs 
objects blend together if they get close (mostly spheres but other geometric forms possible) 
Metaball computed as point with function assigned to them; 
point in the middle; function in 3D space (decreases with distance from center) 
outside radius → influence is zero; threshold = surface border; 
If influence radius overlaps → sum up the metaball functions → render them; 
Screen-Space Metaballs 

1. Render Spheres 
2. Apply blur for normals (just use neighbour pixels is a good approximation, but you 

can take depth in consideration for a more accurate blur); Trick: separate color for all 
objects → only blur same colors; 

3. Deferred Shading (Render normals and depths in separate buffer and then combine 
them, compute it at the end for each pixel, not for each fragment) 

Rendering Implicit Surfaces 
Use ray tracing → for each pixel shoot a ray and at each step evaluate; 
Better: use ray marching → move in small increments until you are inside the objects (if 
distance function is negative, approximate where you hit); but very slow 
Solution: 
Sphere Tracing distance function gives you an indication of how far you can march by using 
the distance function; 

 
Compute normal by approximating central difference 
Ray termination? Terminate if distances are too small; Terminate if distances get bigger 
again; 
 
Blend between implicit functions, interpolate between them to create different effects, 
morphing, merging, etc. 
Collision Detection when defined as distance function it is simple; (i guess check if the 
distance function for the points is <= 0 for both?) 


